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Abstract 
For a vector-valued Markov decision process, we characterize optimal (deterministic) sta- 
tionary policies by systems of linear inequalities and present an algorithm for finding all 
optimal stationary policies from among all randomized, history-remembering o es. The algo- 
rithm consists of improving the policies and of checking the optimality of a policy by solving the 
associated system of linear inequalities via Fourier elimination. 
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1. Introduction 
We study the finite, vector-valued Markov decision process with discounted reward 
criterion. Early in the 1980s, substantial interest in the vector-valued Markov decision 
process has developed (e.g. Furukawa, 1980a; White, 1982; Henig, 1983), and algo- 
rithms for finding all optimal (deterministic) stationary policies have been proposed 
by Viswanathan et al. (1977), Furukawa (1980b), White and Kim (1980), and Nov~tk 
(1989). Our main concern here is the policy iteration algorithm. 
Furukawa (1980b), restricting his attention to stationary policies, characterized an 
optimal policy: a policy is optimal if and only if its reward is a maximal solution to the 
optimality equation. Using this characterization, he described a policy iteration 
algorithm for the vector-valued Markov decision process as follows: Improving the 
policies, he first finds the policies whose rewards atisfy the optimality equation, which 
may narrow down the possible candidates for optimality. Then he searches this set of 
policies for optimal ones. Thomas (1983) gave a policy iteration algorithm for the case 
of average reward criterion. His idea is applicable to the case of discounted reward 
criterion for finding all optimal policies from among all stationary ones. He does not 
derive the characterization f an optimal policy, but collects all possible candidates 
for optimality by improving the policies and looks in this set for optimal policies. His 
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policy iteration is based on comparing two vectors for dominance and is easy to apply. 
In these papers, only stationary policies are dealt with. However, there may exist 
a stationary policy that is optimal among all stationary policies but not optimal 
among all randomized, history-remembering policies, so we extend our attention to 
the class of randomized, history-remembering policies. The algorithms tated above, 
however, do not apply to this case because they cannot check the optimality of 
a policy among all randomized, history-remembering policies. In the scalar-valued 
Markov decision process, the current policy is optimal when the policy iteration stops, 
but this is not the case in the vector-valued Markov decision process. 
In this paper, using the results obtained by Wakuta (1992), we first characterize an 
optimal stationary policy by a system of linear inequalities and suggest using Fourier 
elimination to solve it. Fourier elimination has been applied to optimization problems 
(e.g. Williams, 1976; Keerthi and Sridharan, 1990), but as far as we are aware, its 
application to the Markov decision process has not been realized. We next modify 
Thomas' policy iteration algorithm and present a new one for finding all optimal 
stationary policies from among all randomized, history-remembering policies. The 
algorithm given here consists of improving the policies and of checking the optimality 
of a policy by solving the associated system of linear inequalities via Fourier elimina- 
tion. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the vector-valued Markov decision 
process is defined. In Section 3, optimal policies are characterized. In Section 4, 
a policy iteration algorithm is presented. Section 5 is devoted to an illustrative 
example. 
2. The vector-valued Markov decision process 
Let •m denote the m-dimensional Euclidean space. We shall adopt the standard 
convention for inequalities: given a = (al, . . . ,  am), b = (bl . . . .  , bin) e R m, define a ti> b if 
and only if ak ~ bk, k = 1, . . . ,  m; a >>, b if and only if a >i b and a :~ b; a > b if and only 
if ak > bk, k = 1, . . . ,  m. Similarly, ~,  ~<, and < are defined. For a nonempty subset 
U c R m, a point x ~ U is said to be an efficient element of U when x ~ y for some 
y e U implies x = y. We denote by e(U)  the set of all efficient elements of U. We apply 
the relations on R m to the set BIn(S) of all m-valued functions on S: given u, v ~ Bm(s), 
define u~v if and only if u( i )~v( i )  for all i ~ S; u >I v if and only if u>~v and u ~ v; 
u > v if and only if u(i) > v(i) for all i e S. A constant function in BIn(S) is said to be 
a constant vector. 
The vector-valued Markov decision process (VMDP) is defined by the following: 
S = {1,2 . . . . .  N}, the state space; A is a finite set, the action space, and A(i) is the 
permissible set of actions in state i ~ S; p ( j  I i, a), i , j  ~ S, a ~ A(i), is a stochastic kernel 
on S given GrA, the transition law, where GrA={( i ,a ) l ieS ,  aeA( i )} ;  
r(i, a) = (rl(i, a) . . . .  , rm(i, a)) ~ R '~ is the vector-valued reward function on Gr A; fl is 
a number (0~fl < 1), the discount factor. 
Let H1 = S and Hn + 1 = Gr A x Hn, n ti> 1. Then, H~ is the set of all possible histories 
of the system when the nth action must be chosen. A policy n is a sequence 
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{7~t, 7~2, ... }, where each n. is a stochastic kernel on A given H.. It is assumed that 
rt.(A(i.) I hn) = 1 for all histories h. = (il, at, i2, ..., i.) • Hn. We denote by/1 the set of 
all policies. A (deterministic) stationary policy is a sequence {f, f, ... }, f • F, where 
F is the set of all mappings f from S to A such that f(i) • A(i), i • S. We denote such 
a stationary policy by f o~ and the set of all stationary policies by Pin. Let 
H' = A x S x A x .... Then any policy 7z defines a probability measure p~(it) on H' for 
any il s S (see e.g. Hinderer, 1970). We define the expected total discounted reward for 
policy 7z as 
l~( i t )=E~I~" fl"-tr(in'an)lit l ' ,=t i t•S ,  
where E~[. I/l] denotes the expectation with respect o p~(it). We denote by V(it), 
it e S, the set of rewards induced by all policies, i.e. V(it)= U~En{I~(it)}, it • S. 
Obviously, V(ii), il • S, is a bounded subset of ~m. We also denote by Vo(it), il • S, 
the set of rewards induced by all stationary policies, i.e. 
VD(it)= ~ {/f~(il)}, il • S. 
f~Oo 
A policy n* is said to be optimal in VMDP if I~.(it) • e(V(il)) for all it • S. 
3. Characterization of optimal policies 
For a c • BIn(S), consider a nonstationary d namic program (NDP(c)) defined by 
the same data as in VMDP except for reward function re(it, i., a.) = (c(il), r(i., an)), 
where (x, y)  denotes the inner product of x, y • R m. Policies for NDP(c) are also the 
same ones as in VMDP. The total expected iscounted reward in NDP(c) is defined as 
J~(it)= E~I ~ fln-lrC(il'i"'an)lil it • S. 
Note that J~(il) = (c(il), l~(it)>, il • S. A policy rt* is called the optimal policy in 
NDP(c) ifJ~.(il)>:Jjil) for all 7t • H and all it • S. If we choose a constant vector c, 
then we have the ordinary Markov decision process MDP(c) with reward function 
rC(i, a) = (c, r(i, a)). 
Proposition 3.1. For each it e S, V(il) is a compact convex set generated by finitely 
many extreme points that are induced by stationary policies, i.e. V( i l )=  co VD(it) , 
where co stands for the convex hull of a set. 
Proof. The convexity of V(il) has been proved by Sch~il (1979, Theorem 7.11) for 
a general decision model and by Borkar (1988, Theorem 2.2) for the Markov decision 
model defined in his framework. Dynkin and Yushkevich (1979, pp. 16-17) estab- 
lished the convexity of the set of policies by constructing a policy that mixes any given 
policies for the finite-horizon Markov decision process. We can easily extend their 
result to the infinite-horizon case. 
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We shall show that V(il) = co Vo(il). By virtue of the convexity of V(il), we have 
V(i~) ~ co Vo(ii). Assume as the contrary that there is a policy n such that 
I~ (il) ~ co I1o (il). Then, by the separation theorem (see e.g. Rockafellar, 1970, Corol- 
lary 11.4.2)), there is a c • R" such that (c, I~(il)) > (c, Ii®(il)), fo~ • 1io. The two 
sides of this inequality are identical with the rewards of n and f~ in MDP(c), 
respectively. Since there should be an optimal stationary policy in MDP(c), this is 
a contradiction. Thus V(il) = co Vo(il). [] 
Remark 3.1. Proposition 3.1 is related to Corollary 4.6 in Henig (1983), where he 
proved a similar result for a general dynamic programming model. Proposition 3.1 
can also be obtained as a corollary to Theorem 3.4.8 in Kallenberg (1983). 
Since V(i~) is a polytope by Proposition 3,1, we have the following scalarization 
theorem (cf. Yu (1985, Theorem 8.5(ii))). 
Proposition 3.2. A policy ~* is optimal in VMDP if and only if it is optimal in NDP(c) 
with a c >0, c •BIn(S). 
Proposition 3.3. There exists an optimal stationary policy in VMDP. 
Proof. Consider an MDP(c) with a constant vector c > 0. Since A is finite, there exists 
an optimal stationary policy in MDP(c). By Proposition 3.2, it is optimal in 
VMDP. [] 
For any (i, a) • Gr A and u • Bm(s), we define 
Tau(i) = r(i, a) + fl ~, p(j l i, a)u(j ) 
j~S 
and for any f~o • / /o ,  we also define an operator Ty :BIn(S) ~ B'(S) as 
Tfu(i) = Tf(i)u(i), i • S. 
Then, for any f ~o • Ho, let 
RI~(i) = EI®[,=I ~ f l " - ' r ( i~,a, ) l i l= i ]  
and 
Lye(i, a) = TaRry(i). 
Note that Rye(i) is identical with Is~(ii) if il = i. However, we use this notation to 
avoid confusion in the following. Define a half-space Hc as Hc = {x • Rml (c, x )  ~<0}, 
c • R m. Then we have the following characterization of optimal stationary policies. 
Theorem 3.1 (Wakuta (1992)). (i) I f  a stationary policy (f*)~ is optimal in VMDP, 
then there exists a vector c(il) > 0 for each il e S such that for any (i., a.) e GrA with 
p rrtil){in} > o, 
LtI.~ (i,, a,) - Rty. r (i,) e H4i ~7. (3.1) 
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(ii) A stationary policy (f,)~o is optimal in VMDP if there exists a vector c(il) > 0 
for each il ~ S such that for any (i.,a.) ~ GrA with p~(il){i.} > 0 for some it ~ 1I, 
L(f. r (i., a~) - R(f.)~ (i.) ~ H~,,). (3.2) 
This theorem gives simple conditions for optimality, but there is a gap between 
them. To fill the gap, we need further discussion. Assume that some stationary policies 
have been known to be not optimal and denote by B the set of such policies. Let 
! 
11D = 11D\B (3.3) 
and 
V'D(il)= U {If~(il)} ' i l l S "  
Define also H~ = {foo ~ HD [ f~ is optimal in MDP(c) for some constant vector 
c > 0} and 
V~(i l )= U {If~(il)}, i l l S .  
f~n*  
Then we have the following: 
Lemma 3.1 
e(co V*(iI)) = e(co V'D(il)) = e(V(iI)), it ~ S. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, H~ c H i  and e(co V*(il)) = e(V(il)), il E S, from which 
the result follows immediately. [] 
Theorem 3.2. A stationary policy (f,)o~ is optimal in VMDP if and only if (f,)oo ~ H'o 
and there exists a vector c(it) > 0 for each il ~ S such that 
I/~(il) --I(f,)~(it) E nc(,,), f~  ~ H~), (3.4) 
where 11'D is defined by (3.3). 
Proof. Assume that (f,)oo e H i  and that for each i~ ~ S there exists a vector c(il) > 0 
satisfying (3.4). Then, for any v e co V ~(il ), 
V --I~f,)~(il)EHc(i~), il ~S. 
Hence, 
I(f,)~(il) ~ e(co V'o(il)), il ~ S. 
By Lemma 3.1, (f,)oo is optimal in VMDP. The converse is obvious. [] 
For any f ~ ~ 11o, we define 1 x m row vectors qf(i, a) as 
qy(i, a) = Lf~(i, a) -- Rs~(i), (i, a) ~ Gr A. (3.5) 
164 
Using these vectors, we also define three 
Qf : the matrix with rows qf(i, a), (i, a) 
Qf(i 1): the matrix with rows qf(in, a,), 
Qf(il): the matrix with rows qf(in, an), 
~e11. 
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matrices as follows: 
GrA. 
(in, a,) e GrA with pi~(il){in} > O. 
(in, an) ~ GrA with p~(il){in} > 0 for some 
Then Theorem 3.1 can be reduced to the following: 
Theorem 3.3. (i) I f  a stationary policy (f.)oo is optimal in VMDP, then each system of 
linear inequalities 
~'x >0,  ~'x >0,  (3.6) 
(SPl): (Qf . (1)x~0 ' "" '  (~N): (Of,(N)x<~ 0 
has a solution. 
(ii) A stationary policy (f.)o~ is optimal VMDP if each system of linear inequalities 
~x>0,  ~x>0,  (3.7) 
(~Y-I): (Q/ . (1)x~0 . . . .  , (~J-N): (Qf.(N)x< 0 
has a solution. 
Remark 3.2. A solution x to each system of inequalities in Theorem 3.3 corresponds 
to a vector c(i), i ~ S, in Theorem 3.1 and hence x e R m. The systems of inequalities in 
Theorem 3.3 may have different solutions (see Section 5). 
We set the following: 
Assumption 3.1. All states communicate each other, i.e. all states belong to a single 
ergodic set in the Markov chain induced by any stationary policy. 
From Theorem 3.3, we immediately have the following: 
Corollary 3.1. Suppose Assumption 3.1 is satisfied. Then a stationary policy (f*)~ is 
optimal in VMDP if and only if a system of linear inequalities 
~'x > 0, 
(5a°): (Qy, x<~O (3.8) 
has a solution. 
For any foo e 11o, we define 1 xm row vectors d°y(il) as 
d~(il) = Ig~(il) - If~(il), i I E S, goo ~ H'o (3.9) 
and for each il e S, we denote by Df(il) the #(11~)x m matrix with rows d~(il), 
g°°e 11~, where *(/-/~) denotes the cardinality of 11b. Then Theorem 3.2 can be 
reduced to the following: 
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Theorem 3.4. A stationary policy (f,)~o is optimal in VMDP if and only if ( f*)~ • 17'o 
and each system of linear inequalities 
~x > 0, ~x > 0, 
(q/i): (O:.(1)x~O . . . .  , (q/N): [Oi . (N)x~O (3.10) 
has a solution. 
The systems of linear inequalities obtained above can be written in the form: 
~Ix > O, 
(Se): (Qx~O, (3.11) 
where I is the identity matrix. This is rather a simple system of linear inequalities 
because the right-hand side vanishes. Fourier elimination allows us to derive every 
solution to a system of linear relations including linear equalities and inequalities. It
also determines whether the system of linear relations is solvable or not (see Stoer and 
Witzgall, 1970): The system (5e) is solvable if and only if a new system (ow') induced by 
Fourier elimination is solvable. Successive elimination yields a sequence of systems of 
linear inequalities and eventually stops after finite steps (5~),(5Pl), ... ,(Sa"). The 
system (Se") no longer contains unknowns with nonzero coefficients, nor can elimina- 
tion be performed at (Se"); we can see that (0 °") is always true or not. Thus we can 
determine whether (Se) has a solution or not. 
4. Policy iteration algorithm 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1 (Furukawa (1980b)). For any f~ • 11o, T: is monotone, i.e./f u~v, then 
T :u~T:v .  
For a pair (f®,9~), we define l~(i) = Tgb~(i), i e S. Note that I~(i) = I/o(i), i • S. 
Then we have the following lemma, which is a modification of Lemma 5.1 in Thomas 
(1983). The converse is not valid in general. 
Lemma 4.2 
(i) I f  I°~ >>. lYy, then I :  >~ I:~, 
(ii) I f  I~ <<. I~, then t :  <~ I/~, 
(iii) I f  I~ = I~, then I :  = I/~. 
Proof. We shall prove (i); the proofs 
ToI:~ >>, I:~. By Lemma 4.1, 
T;If~ >~ Tgl:® >/I:~. 
of (ii) and (iii) are similar. Since I~ >/Iff, 
(4.1) 
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Letting n ~oo, the left-hand side of (4.1) converges to low componentwise. Hence we 
have 
I:>~ Tolfo >1 lf~. 
Thus the proof is completed. [] 
Policy iteration algorithm 
By E. and F., n 1t> 0, we denote, respectively, the set of stationary policies that cannot 
be dominated by any other policy via policy iteration until the nth stage and the set of 
stationary policies that have been dominated by some other policy via policy iteration 
until the nth stage. The policies in E. are possible to be optimal, but the ones in F. are 
no longer optimal. 
1. Set Eo = Fo = ~b and choose an (f,)°° • 1Io arbitrarily. 
2. For (f.)oo, n~> 1, calculate 
v.(i) = I(f.:(i), i • S, 
by solving 
v.(i) = r(i,f~(i)) + ig ~ p( j  [ i , f .( i))v.( j  ), j • S. 
jES 
3. Define 
Af. = {9 °° • (1-1D\(E.-a uF ,_  ,)) I lk 1> Iff"}, 
B:. = { :  • (11o\(E.-a ~< I~:}, 
cf. --- {9 °° • (110\(E.- a wF.-a))  I I~ =/is..}. 
4. If A:. ¢ (o, let 
E. = E.-a,  F .= F._awBy.uC:..  
Choose an (f. + ,)~° • A/" and return to Step 2. 
If As. = ~b, let 
E. =E. -awC: . ,  F. =F . -awB: .  
Choose an (f.+l) °° ~ (11o\(E.uF.)) and return to Step 2. 
5. Stop the policy iteration when E. u F. = 11o and go to Step 6. 
6. Solve (Sea) . . . .  ,(SEN) for each f® • E. and determine the set E' of policies that are 
possible to be optimal; E' is a subset of E.. Go to Step 7. 
7. Solve (Y-a) . . . . .  (°Ju) for each foo• E' and denote by E" the set of policies 
determined to be optimal. If E" = E', then the set E of all optimal policies is 
identical with E', and the procedure nds. Otherwise go to Step 8. 
8. Solve (q/,), . . . .  (q/u) for each foo • (E'\E"). Then E is determined, and the proced- 
ure ends. 
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Remark 4.1. If Assumption 3.1 is satisfied, then solving (Seo), we can determine in 
Step 6 whether any stationary policy in E. is optimal or not. Hence Steps 7 and 8 are 
not necessary in this case. 
5. A numerical example 
We shall give a numerical example illustrating the policy iteration algorithm 
presented in Section 4. 
Consider the following VMDP: 
S={1,2} ,  A=A(1)=A(2)={1,2} ,  
p(111, 1) = 1, p(211, 1) = 0 
p(111,2) = ½, p(211,2) - ½, 
p(112,1)=0,  p(212,1)=1,  
p(112,2)  = ½, p (212 ,2)  - ½, 
r(1, 1) = (0, 0), r(1, 2) = ( -  2, 2), 
r(2, 1) = (4, - 1), r(2, 2) = ( -  6, 6), 
There are four stationary policies a ®, flo0, yo0, and 6 °0 defined as follows: cto0: 
ct(1) = 1, ct(2) = 1,/~o0:/~(1) = l,/~(2) = 2, 7o0: 7(1) = 2, 7(2) = 1, 5®: 6(1) = 2, fi(2) = 2. 
(1) Choose (fl)o0 = coo0 and calculate I~®(i), I~(i), I~(i), I~(i), and I~(i), i = 1, 2. Then 
we have 
I~(1) = (0,0), I,®(2) = (8, -2) ,  
I~(1) = (0,0), I~(2) = (8, -2) ,  
I~(1) = (0,0), I~(2) = ( -4 ,  11/2), 
I~(1) = (0,~), I~(2) = (8, -2) ,  
I~(1) = (0,~), I~(2) = ( -4 ,  11/2). 
Hence, A, = {7o0}, B, = q~, and C, = {~o0}. Thus, E1 = q~ and e l  = {a®}. 
(2) Choose ( f  2) ® = 7 ® e A,  and calculate I7~(i), 1~(i), I I(i), and 1~(i), i = 1, 2. 
I~(1) = (0, 2), Ir~(2) = (8, -2) ,  
11(1 ) = (0, 2), 11(2 ) = (8, -2) ,  
I~(1) = (0, 1), I~(2) = ( -4 ,  6), 
I~(1) = (0, 2), I~(2) = ( -4 ,  6). 
Hence, A~ = ~b, Br = ~b, and C~ = {7 °° }. Thus, Ez = {~o0} and F2 = {0to0 }. 
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(3) Choose (fa) ~ = flo~ e (HD\{~ °°, yo~}). Similarly we can see that A# = q~, B# = ~b, 
and C# = {fl~o}. Thus, E3 = {//oo,~,o~} and F3 = {~o}. 
(4) Choose (f4)°~=6°~e(Hl~\{~°~,[3°~,7°°}). Obviously, Aa=~b, Ba=~b, and 
ca = {6®}. Thus, E4 = {fl~,y°°,6°°} and F4 = {~o~}. 
(5) Stop the policy iteration because E4 w F4 = HD. 
(6) Solve (6:1), (6e2) for fiB. By (3.5), calculate q#(i,a), i = 1,2, a = 1,2. Then we 
have 
q#(1, 1) = (0, 0), qa(1, 2) = (--4, 4) 
q#(2, 1) = (8, --5), q#(2,2) = (0,0). 
Hence 
E °°] i oo l  0:,  _4 4 (~a(1)= -4  4 ' 8 -5  I 0 0 




X 1 > 0, (5.1) 
Xz > 0, (5.2) 
(5e2): 4xl -4x2  ~>0, (5.3) 
-8xx + 5x2>~0. (5.4) 
Eliminate x2 by Fourier elimination. We must consider all pairs of inequalities in 
which the inequality has opposite sign and eliminate between each pair. Then we have 
xl > O, (5.5) 
(5#21): 4xl > 0, (5.6) 
- 12x l  tt>0, (5.7) 
where (5.6) is a combination of (5.2) and (5.3) with the positive weights 4 and 1, and 
(5.7) is a combination of (5.3) and (5.4) with the positive weights 5 and 4. Fourier 
elimination procedure stops at (5:~), and (5:2 ~) is not true. Hence (5e2) is also not true, 
and/~oo is not optimal, i.e. #°°¢E'. 
(7) Solve (5:1), (5e2) for y oo and 6 ~o. Similarly we can see that (Sea), (5e2) are true for 
7 00 and 5°L Thus, E' = {y°~,6®}. 
(8) Solve (:-~), (J-2) for yoo and 6 °~. Similarly we can see that (:-1), (if2) are true for 
y® and 6 °~. Thus, E = {y °~, 6 ~° }. 
Remark 5.1. In the example above, all optimal policies has been determined in Step 7; 
there is no necessity for going to Step 8. 
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